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Abstract. A common critique of agent-based models is that their re-
lationship with theory is tenuous. However, arguments have been made
showing both that agent-based models can draw on theories, and that
agent-based models can be treated as though they are theories. At the
same time, empirical agent-based models, increasingly used for policy
evaluation and scenario analysis, tend to be fitted to specific cases rather
than having any sense of generality to their application. This lends weight
to the criticisms of the relationship between agent-based models and the-
ory. To address this issue in a project in which we are tasked with creating
an agent-based model to evaluate scenarios in ‘farm-to-fork’ value chains,
with potential applications to more general circular economy case stud-
ies, we have endeavoured to design a ‘theory of the middle range’ (à la
Merton) that we believe to have the necessary capability, together with a
formal implementation in the form of an agent-based model. We describe
the model here, giving critical attention to its proposition as a ‘theory’
(of any kind) and potential generality, with a view to furthering the de-
bate about the relationships between empirical agent-based models and
social/scientific theories.
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1 Introduction

This paper is concerned with theory development, which Lorscheid et al. [8] have
called for more of in the light of criticisms such as those of O’Sullivan et al. [12]
that agent-based models do not lead to much of it. To this end, Lorscheid and
colleagues organized a series of workshops on theory development with agent-
based models, and a special issue of Environmental Modelling & Software is in
preparation, though regrettably not at a stage at which articles submitted to it
can be cited here.

Some of the earliest articles in JASSS are exercised by the relationship be-
tween agent-based modelling and game theory (e.g. [10]), which entailed many
of the arguments subsequently rehearsed by Waldherr & Wijermans [14] and
revisited in making the case for theory developments by Lorscheid et al. [8]. In
the context of that earlier conversation around game theory, however, Balzer et
al. [2] make the assertion (para. 3.16) that “every simulation study has the same
status as a scientific theory in its state of being proposed for the first time.”
This point about initial proposition pertains to the question of whether there is
a “group of practitioners,” which Balzer et al. [2, para. 3.5] argue is a necessary
condition for a scientific theory to have such status.

The arguments Balzer et al. make that there is an equivalence between a
simulation study and a scientific theory suggest that perhaps one of the problems
in the seemingly interminable discussion about agent-based models and theory is
that we do not treat our models as such. Should that be the case, then a potential
remedy is for those composing agent-based models to posit them as theories, and
to proceed with their design and implementation with that high aim in mind. It
need hardly be said that there is considerable debate in the philosophy of science
on what, exactly, a scientific theory is (see [11]). We therefore need to be clear
that we expect the theory to be applicable to empirical case studies, rather than
being simply a useful tool to help us think about the world, but not applicable
to anything specific in it.

The goal of the article is to report on the experience of taking on the above
challenge: developing an agent-based model with the specific intent that it con-
stitutes a theory that can be applied to empirical case studies. The context is a
project in which we are interested in using agent-based models to explore sce-
narios in which policy intervenes in business domains with a view to achieving
its aims. The two prime areas of interest are in supporting food security and
the circular economy. Gilbert et al. [6] have observed that models for exploring
potential policy interventions need not be empirical; and indeed they are not
always of the greatest value to policy analysts. In the context of these areas
of interest, the prime concern is about ‘uptake’ of measures, a matter that is
sensitive to the specific contexts that the agents in the model (who represent
businesses) find themselves. Since we have access to data providing information
on those contexts, we might as well represent the empirical situation explicitly.
With respect to theory development, since we have taken the view of scientific
theories that they should apply to the empirical world, the ambition in posit-
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ing the model as a theory puts us in a position in which we face the greatest
discomfort when the empirical world doesn’t quite fit.

On a related note, Boero and Squazzoni’s [3] ‘spectrum’ of agent-based mod-
elling types includes the concept of the ‘typification’: models that apply to a
class of empirical case studies rather than to a specific case study. This is all
very well from a scientific theory point of view, so long as that class can be
instantiated to various specific empirical case studies. Given such a situation, we
might regard such ‘typifications’ as “theories of the middle range” as famously
postulated by Merton [9]. Middle-range theories are still theories, but have more
constrained generality than would otherwise be expected of a scientific theory.
Merton suggested that the more modest aim of middle-range theories could be
a way forward for theorization in the social sciences.

The rest of the paper introduces the middle-range theory ‘STRAVVS’ (Simu-
lating Transacting Rural-Area Ventures in Value Systems), explaining the appeal
of the initial concept for modelling material flows in networks of business-to-
business exchange. We then document how the ontology of STRAVVS had to
be updated, both for the purposes of implementing a model and to make the
initially appealing theory more applicable to a specific case study. As may be
appreciated, the latter in particular led to complication rather than simplifica-
tion. We close by discussing what we have learned from the intention at the
outset to construct the model as a middle-range theory, and implications for
the relationships between agent-based models, theories and the empirical social
world.

2 STRAVVS version 0: A middle-range theory of value
chains

The central intuition behind the conceptualization of STRAVVS was the idea
that businesses (Processors) participate in networks of exchange, implementing
Processes that transform Ingredients into Makes using Catalysts (Figure 1).
Ingredients, Makes and Catalysts are all abstractions of Products

For example, a cattle farmer specializing in bringing on beef calves uses a
tractor and a cattle shed, consuming fertilizer, grass seed, red diesel and special-
ist feeds to convert beef calves into beef cattle that are bought by a cattle farmer
specializing in finishing off. Co-products include slurry, nitrogen dioxide emis-
sions from fertilizer application, methane emissions from ruminant digestion, and
any habitat afforded to wild species from these activities. This network forms
a largely acyclic spatially-embedded directed graph with root nodes in natural
resources and ports, and leaf nodes at consumers. As an economy becomes more
circular, the graph becomes more cyclic, and there is less distinction between
Processors who run the Processes and Consumers who consume the end prod-
ucts, as the latter have co-products from their consumption that other Processors
use. Government interventions in that network, in the form of grants, taxes and
regulations, are the means by which its policies are realized.
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Fig. 1. First version of the STRAVVS ontology. Solid lines are explicit relations (i.e.
those implemented as un/directed-link-breeds), with ‘reified’ relations (typically
those with -own attributes) shown as grey boxes. Dashed lines are implicit relations
(implemented as -own attributes or using reporters).

The insights of Jarvis et al.’s [7] work on Resource Acquisition, Distribution
and End-use networks are that the movement of resources are critical to the
functioning of economies, and itself is responsible for a significant amount of
consumption. We added Transporters to the ontology to reflect this. Finally,
to make a functioning network of exchange, we need an Importer that brings in
Ingredients and Catalysts not made by a Process implemented by any Processor.

The theory is not specific about how (or even whether) Processors choose
the Processes they will implement, or the other businesses from which they will
source their inputs, or for which they will make their outputs. These are de-
termined by the specific case studies to which the theory is applied. While the
fact that the agents mostly represent businesses means that we might assume
a profit maximization strategy, there are other considerations businesses might
make, for example: the provenance of the inputs might matter, or businesses
might value loyalty, or reliability and timeliness of supply. Decisions might be
based on heuristics, satisficing rather than optimizing, memories of previous
transactions, experiences with running particular Processes or trying to sell out-
puts. In some cases, where there is sufficient data to support it, algorithms for
decisions might be developed using machine learning; decisions could also be
based on formalizing qualitative evidence from documents or interviews.

To test the theory’s consistency, we implemented it as an agent-based model.
Figure 2 shows a simple spatial network featuring an Importer on the left-hand
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Fig. 2. Screenshot from a simple NetLogo implementation of the STRAVVS theory
showing two Processors (factory icons) using Ingredients (box icons) from an Importer
(boat icon) to fulfil the demand of one Consumer (person icon) via Transporters (lorry
icons).

side importing Ingredient "A", two Processors in the middle (one above and
slightly to the left of the other), and a Consumer on the right-hand side who
needs Product "C". Two Processes are available. The first, implemented by the
upper Processor takes three units of "A" and produces one unit of "B". The
second, implemented by the lower Processor takes one unit of "A", two of "B",
and produces one unit of "C". The Products and Ingredients are shown in the
figure as small boxes, either as the Stock of a Processor, or as the Cargo of a
Transporter, of which the model has seven, depicted as lorries.

3 STRAVVS versions 1+: Updating the theory

So far, we have a ‘theory’ and an implementation of it to prove its consistency,
but we have not applied it to an empirical case study. There were two reasons
for making changes, which interact with each other. The first reason is coding
convenience and elegance; a matter that becomes more apparent once a serious
application of the theory in an empirical case study, rather than the demonstrator
in figure 2, requires more in the way of expressions accessing data in the model.
An example of this is the reification of the input and output relations in figure 1 to
Input, Catalyst and Output in the second version of the theory’s ontology shown
in figure 3. It is then more explicit that the Processes’ operands are Resource-
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types, rather than having distinct classes (Make, Ingredient and Catalyst in figure
1) for the roles the operands play in each Process.

Fig. 3. Second version of STRAVVS ontology.

The second reason is to improve the ability of the theory to represent phe-
nomena in the empirical world to enable the case study to be modelled with
sufficient detail that it provides relevant and useful information to stakeholders
in the model. A trivial example could simply be changing nomenclature to make
matters clearer. Figure 3 uses Resource instead of Product in figure 1 because the
latter wording implies that the objects in question have been ‘produced’, which
is not necessarily the case. A more substantial example is the case where there
are contextual Limits on where and when a Process might be run. This became
most apparent as we developed the ‘equations’ (an input file to the STRAVVS
model used to initialize Processes – see listing 1) to reflect the activities of (farm)
businesses in the food security case study:
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<equation-line> ::= <equation-name> " : " <equation>

<equation> ::= <catalysed-equation> | <non-catalysed-equation>

<catalysed-equation> ::= <inputs> " -[ " <catalysts> " ]> "

<outputs> <time-limits>

<non-catalysed-equation> ::= <inputs> " -> " <outputs> <time-limits>

<inputs> ::= <resource> | <resource> " + " <inputs>

<catalysts> :: <resource> | <resource> " + " <catalysts>

<outputs> ::= <resource> | <resource> " + " <outputs>

<time-limits> ::- " | " <time> | " | " <time> " | " <limits-list>

<resource> ::= <resource-name> | <resource-multiple>

<resource-multiple> ::= <number> " " <resource-name>

<limits-list> :: <limit> | <limit> " & " <limits-list>

<time> ::= <number> " " <time-units>

<limit> ::= <string> " " <op> " " <value>

<value> ::= <single-value> | <value-list>

<value-list> ::= "{" <many-values> "}"

<many-values> ::= <single-value> | <single-value> " " <many-values>

<single-value> ::= <number> | <string>

<time-units> ::= <time-unit> | <time-unit> "s"

<time-unit> ::= "day" | "week" | "month" | "year"

<op> ::- "=" | "!=" | ">" | ">=" | "<" | "<=" | "in" | "!in"

Listing 1: BNF grammar for the ‘equations’. Non-terminals string and number

are not detailed for brevity, but neither may contain white space.

– Processes take time-taken to run. For example, the gestation time of cattle
is approximately nine months.

– There are contextual Limits on Processes, pertaining to such things as envi-
ronmental conditions needed to run the Process – crops have requirements
for drainage, soil pH, temperature and rainfall during the growing season;
and the machinery used will have requirements, especially for topological
gradient. This means we need to add geography to the theory, with Patches
and their agglomeration into Regions, and -state variables for the Processor,
Patch and Region that can be checked by the Limits.

4 Discussion

The determination of an ontology for a model is a process often taken for granted,
and yet more expressive ontologies is a central benefit of agent-based models
[13]. As such, calibration and validation of agent-based models also entails con-
sideration of their ontologies. Methods for calibrating and validating ontologies
primarily involve assessment of ‘interoperability’, including the ability to instan-
tiate or ‘populate’ the ontology in a specific case study. We have shown how
considerations arising from applying the ‘middle-range theory’ we postulated in
section 2 to an empirical case study in food security led to a need to modify
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the theory as shown in section 3. Motivations for updating the theory were de-
rived from the need to simplify the implementation code and from unrepresented
features of the case study important to modelling it successfully.

Further requirements to modify the theory have emerged since, perhaps the
most significant being that the ontology as presented above contains no con-
sideration of financial aspects. On the coding side, it is convenient for agents
to be able to keep a record of what each of their stock is for, effectively mean-
ing that relation in figure 3 is replaced by three: input-stock, catalyst-stock and
output-stock. Those familiar with the farming industry will also be aware that
the outcomes of activities have some uncertainty, which means the grammar for
the equations in listing 1 needs updating so that the Resources output from a
Process can be sampled from a distribution that may be parameterized not only
by spatially-distributed features, but by events (e.g. unusual weather, diseases)
during the time-taken of the Process.

In principle, we now have code that can take a set of equations as input,
along with other supporting data to initialize the network of businesses, etc.
and run a model simulating businesses exchanging goods, driven by demand for
consumers (figure 4). This model should apply just as well to the provision of
food as it would to the circular economy involving completely different materials
(e.g. electronics), though we have yet to try configuring STRAVVS to a circular
economy case study and discover further requirements for change. It is this that
would prove a true test of the theory’s generality.

Fig. 4. Screenshot from a configuration of STRAVVS simulating food production in
Scotland.

Evans et al. [5] make the case that simple theories in ecology risk being ap-
plicable to no real empirical ecological systems. The intellectual journey taken in
the work described here supports that argument. The initial conceptualization
would not be capable of convincingly modelling a scenario in support of evaluat-
ing potential policy interventions. Even as things stand, though we are carrying
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out a ‘structural calibration’ of the theory through applying it in one case study,
we have not yet reached a point where we are validating the model’s behaviour
against the copious volumes of quantitative farm census data that would give us
more confidence in the model’s dynamics.

However, there are deeper questions to be asked. The ambition to undertake
this modelling exercise as a theory-building task started with a seemingly elegant
metaphor for the activities of businesses exchanging materials in a network that
is driven by consumer demand. The intuition was that consumers are ‘sucking’
natural resources through the ‘straws’ of transformations in materials under-
taken by successive businesses, and that this system-level overview of industrial
economic activity would enable us to explore scenarios aiming to intervene in it
to achieve policy ends. Applying this intuition to a specific case study has led
to a number of complications in that initial conceptualization, and we have not
yet reached the end of that process of complication. The central question, then,
is whether it is reasonable to have embarked on a process of theorization in the
first place, rather than writing separate empirical models to address each case,
however much the likes of O’Sullivan and colleagues may YAAWN [12]? Can (a
modified) STRAVVS become a middle-range empirical theory of the exchange
of goods in a network of businesses that is useful for exploring the cascading
consequences of policy interventions? Or are we, as has somewhat over-excitedly
been argued for Big Data [1], finding our own arguments in social simulation for
the ‘end of theory’ in the social sciences?

These questions aside, the intellectual status of scientific theories among re-
searchers is such that the treatment of a model under development as a formal
theory of the empirical world changes the mindset with which the task is ap-
proached. Changes to nomenclature, adding variables to classes (or so-called
‘breeds’ in NetLogo), new relationships (‘link-breeds’) and new processes,
though everyday tasks for a programmer trying to get code working, are seen
differently when they are adjusting a theory. It is difficult to make general recom-
mendations from a single example of a collaborative modelling exercise under-
taken with the intent that the model be a ‘theory’, but reasonable to speculate
that perhaps one of the reasons agent-based models do not lead to much theory
development is that we do not treat them as theories. Provided we are willing
to drop any preconceptions about properties of ‘good’ theories, such as elegance
and simplicity [4], and make complications where needed to fit empirical appli-
cations, treating our models as theories of the empirical world could be one way
to address a key criticism of agent-based models.
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